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About This Game

Santa was preparing to deliver presents for boys and girls all over the world, but nasty Grinch has broke Santa's sleigh and he fall
down on the North pole and lost all presents, so Christmas celebration is under threat. Our brave character decides to return the
presents and bring the celebration back. Enter the snow area to pick all presents on the levels to move to the next area. Collect

all sweets during the game, avoid saws, spikes, icicles and falling to abyss - you will help main character come back all gifts and
Christmas will be saved. Santa will prepare his sleigh and move on worldwide giving out presents for all kids on the planet. help

Santa, save the Christmas!

Key features:
- Pretty graphics;

- Casual gameplay;
- Huge amount of levels;

- Unforgettable adventure;
- Easy to enjoy game mechanics;
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10\/10 game I love the game because lup sounds like sup. i am a big fan of multiplayer rts games, and cannot recommend this
game.....NOBODY EVER ONLINE!!!!!! EVER!!! So if you buy this game, consider it a single player only. Damn shame cause
i thing it would be a good multiplayer rts game.. It's good. It isn't going to blow anyone away with it's realism because it doesn't
go for that. It's a very arcade style racer in the same way Dirt 2 was. It looks pretty good, but it isn't going to amaze with ultra
super realistic graphics, but it will run on a lot more systems and look better doing it than many racers coming out lately. System
requirements are very respectable. Presentation is passable, but nothing flashy or super "in your face" is going to be going on
here (aside from some very generic rock that plays after you finish a race.) Sound is actually pretty good. Not a lot of cheap
pitch shifting to make it seem like the car is revving higher, it sounds like actual engine sounds being revved to their max.

All in all it's very enjoyable so far. is it worth $50?... eh, So far I think it is, but That is all going to come down to the amount of
content it holds, and it seems to have enough to warranty that price, for me at least.. Same as the first three!. Useless, no more
Multiplayer.
Totally Unfair. Shooting mummies over moving walkways, running from Frankenstein\u2019s monster hit the switch hit the
switch Hit the God damn switch. Climb this ladder down this pole up this ladder down this pole. This is by far the best game in
existence and everything else fails in comparison to its majesty.

1203 out of 10. Really loved the game for the 45 minutes I played it! (Don't worry, I completed it)
I also really enjoyed the different soundtracks that played in the levels. Kinda reminded me of Defy Gravity.
A really neat 8-bit platformer. I can't wait for this game to be fixed. I can tell this is going to be a game I invest many hours into.
It reminds me of Game Dev Tycoon, which is one of my favorite games. The tutorial is perfect, it doesn't hold my hand but it
also doesn't leave me staring at my screen with no direction or idea on how to progress. It only took one miserable failure on my
first wine to grasp the concept of how to produce a successful wine.

EDIT: Bug Fixed!
The only reason I stopped playing is because of the game breaking bug that others have mentioned in their reviews. Money
doesn't get added to your account. I will definitely be coming back to this game in full force when the issues are addressed.. This
game is pretty good,and yes it can be pretty boring some times, but the developer listens alot! so help the game get better and
better with him, You can go to the steam discussions and he will answer you within a day, he can make changes and updates
pretty fast, also he loves suggestions :D. Atmospheric hidden object game with a few easy puzzles thrown in. Built in strategy
guide and hint system. Marred by uneven pacing, slightly padded out.
8/10

Pros:
+ Good, mildly creepy horror atmosphere supported by the music, cutscenes and visuals
+ Entertaining storyline
+ Built-in strategy guide and hint system if you get stuck
+ Some hidden objects are really well hidden

Cons:
- Uneven pacing. The end section was over really quickly with no kind of final challenge or tough puzzle.
- Some of the hidden objects don't look like their description, other hidden objects are really small and were not fun to pixel
hunt for.
- The game forces you to return to the same hidden object scenes again for no reason other than to pad the game out (and
presumably to save resources during development of the game)
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I did actually make a review on this game a couple days ago, where I recommended it, but after playing it a couple of times, I've
changed my mind. The story and settings are good, there was good suspense, the puzzles were much easier, and there were no
chores, but there's a just couple things in here that just made me feel more and more uncomfortable, every time I played this
game:

For one thing, to earn euros, as Nancy, you have to wear a tight, black cat outfit, and dance at a nightclub! I thought this was
kinda weird the first time I played it, considering lots of kids play the Nancy Drew games. It's just inappopriate, and I'm
surprised that Her Interactive would bring content like this in one of their games. This is definitely a game I would not
recommend for children (or adults, even!)

For another thing, you, as Nancy, have to commit an actual crime to 'get in good with a bad guy,' to get him to trust you: by
stealing a sapphire from a museum. Even though the sapphire has been stolen, and now belongs to a thief, let's face it, it's still
stealing - you have to steal the sapphire not to return it to its rightful owner, but to bring it to just another bad guy that wants it -
to get him to trust you. I prefer it when Nancy works with the GOOD guys to solve a case, not the bad ones.

Another thing I don't like is that PRUDENCE RUTHERFORD is one of your phone contacts. Now, everyone who has heard
her voice in Danger in Design would know how IRRITATING her voice is. She has the most annoying, high-pitched, and whiny
voice, and it just gets really annoying having to listen to that voice throughout the game, whenever you have to call her.

SPOILER, DO NOT READ THIS PARAGRAPH IF YOU HAVEN'T PLAYED THE GAME YET: I won't reveal who the
culprit is, but this one was just especially nasty and spiteful, in a personal way to Nancy. Although, you only find this out at the
end, when the culprit reveals their true colours. Earlier in the case, Nancy had a locket necklace ripped right off her neck, as she
woke up in bed, and then, when Nancy confronted the culprit at the end of the case, the culprit had the gall to actually be
wearing that locket, and saying to Nancy, "Well, guess what. You are never to going to see it again," even claiming the necklace
was theirs when caught! :O Little cow, that's just disturbing...but, which just made it all the more satisfying when the culprit was
not only caught, but also didn't get to keep the necklace, because of evidence Nancy provided :)

Anyway, as I said before, the story was good, the scenery was pretty, good suspense, easier puzzles, and no chores, but HER
Interactive just brought some things into this game that just didn't belong there, and were out of place, so I don't recommend
this game. The more and more I played this game, and had to dance as Nancy in that tight cat suit at the nightclub, for euros, the
more uncomfortable it made me feel. I mean, kids play these games....as an adult, though, it still made me feel comfortable,
because I steer clear of these kinds of places in real life; there's lots of trouble at nightclubs.

I'm not 100% disappointed, though; I do really like that Her Interactive at least took the chores out, and made the puzzles easier
and enjoyable to play, definitely a major improvement from some of their last games, like The Secret of Shadow Ranch, Danger
in Design, The White Wolf of Icicle Creek, etc. So I'm hoping that means that any Nancy Drew games from this point won't
have any chores either, and will have easier, enjoyable puzzles.. Dev Guy is a short game about a developer who lost his game
and now has to quickly come up with another. It is quite fun and I enjoyed the humour throughout the game

Pros:
-Short, yet just long enough to enjoy it
-Minigames inside the game
-Free and easy achievements
-Humour is good. I had a few laughs throughout this

Cons:
-Graphics are a little boring
-Sounds can work on your nerves

Overall, this game is short enough to be enjoyed and savoured. Worth a try
7/10. It's like Dark Souls and Doom had a baby that wants to murder your face so hard you love it. Great fun and challenging as
hell. I recieved a free copy to help test pre-release and I can say... if you check my play history... I wouldn't have put this many
hours in if it wasn't fun, it does not bias my opinion either way.. I really wanted to like this game as I grew up with Samurai
Showdown and other Neo Geo fighters, unfortunately not the case here. UI was not appealing to me and for me I would have
preferred to have the boss characters selectable from the start in the fighter menu.. worth the price not worth the game. This
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game is amazing so far, ever since i got this game its the only one ive been playing. you can farm, craft (alot of stuff) and as you
level those crafting skills you unlock more stuff, capture monsters (well more like summon monsters), exploration, day and
night cycles, breeding and the list goes on.

it does sometimes lag or freeze for a few seconds but that didnt stop me from enjoying the game, totally worth the money..
Played a demo for this a while ago and for whatever reason it popped into my head yesterday. Curious to see it's progress I
googled it and saw it was finished. So I bought it, beat it and here's what I thought of it.

The mechanics were pretty interesting. You cannot grind resources in this game so you have to defeat enemies with whatever
you currently have, and most enemies are more powerful than you. Luckily your character has an arsenal of status effect moves
to level the playing field. Blinding, paralyzing, silencing, and so forth. These moves cost MP which you regain by attacking,
being attacked, and blocking. So the heart of the game is building up enough mp to use one of your game changing moves
before getting killed. It's an interesting system with a lot of potential but a big problem is that blocking is the fastest and safest
way of gaining MP. So you barely have to pay attention to what the enemy is doing since your always blocking. I beat the final
boss by blocking and using wraith of lightening over and over; not great. I think it'd be more compelling if blocking didn't
restore any MP, this would force the player to take more risks. Something to think about for your next game Frostnoble. Also
maybe give the player the option to retry battles since some of them open with oneshot kills. I only needed to see Zander's
cutscene once thank you very much.

As for the story I'd describe it as grimdark power fantasy that's maybe a little underdeveloped. Some parts needed to be cooked
a little longer I think, like Alexander is not very convincing as god which makes Sora look like a complete fool, hard to
sympathize. Sora generally feels underwritten which is disappointing since there's a lot of narrative potential here. And the
world building is thematically all over the place. There's a lot of moments that make up for this though like the dream sequence
and the final encounter with Jace and so forth and so on. I'd say the good outweighs the bad.

Anyways, two quality control issues I wanted to mention on my way out.

when Commander Kyson blows himself up there's a typo. "he drew his last breath...and them." I assume it's meant to read "and
then."

During the time stop boss the game crashed because my download was missing the bgm "Disturbed - The Night." Not sure if
something went wrong with my download or if this a problem with this version. I got around it by renaming a random mp3.

Overall not a bad experience and I'll be sure to play your next title Frostnoble. Good luck and Godspeed!. Ich hab ein wenig in
das Spiel geschnuppert und finde es bisher klasse. Tolle Atmosph\u00e4re und gute Synchro sowie passender Soundtrack. Wer
sich von r\u00e4tselhafter Story und guter Atmosph\u00e4re leiten l\u00e4sst und nicht von riesen Entwicklerstudios ist hier an
der richtigen Adresse.

So, i played for about an hour i guess and i gotta say, that it's a good game. Great atmosphere and good synchro as well as a well
chosen soundtrack. I'd recommend it to anyone who likes mysterious stories and a chilling atmosphere.. have enjoyed so far.
Not too complex

Follow Reversion's devlog on our social networks:
Hello there, excited to play Reversion Chapter 3: The Return already? Be sure to add the game to your Wishlist!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/281080/Reversion__The_Return_Last_Chapter/

You can follow all our announcements here on Steam, but if you'd like to be among the first fans to received updates, be sure to
follow us on our social networks. We upload news and screenshtos every week. Find the links below:

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/reversion.eljuego
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/reversion.eljuego/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/reversion_juego. V1.043:
Note: These changes have required a reset of the per song scores and per song leaderboards.
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- Added Global recent tracks list. Here you can see the recent tracks other people have been playing
- Click on the 'copy to clipboard' to copy the track details to the clipboard. You can then paste this in Spotify, or elsewhere, to
quickly find that track.
- Track hashing is now less picky. All tracks are now and lower case and will match on a duration of +/- 5 seconds. (This change
of hash system is the reason for the per song score reset as track will now map ti different hash values)
- Tried to improve open mic detection success. The code now listens for 15s instead of the previous 8s.
- Open Mic tracks should now spawn the same as local tracks given the same song.

Note: The result of the next feature vote was Articulated Bosses. So that will be the next major feature I'll be working on.. Co-
op Kitchen Action with The Diner Bros:
I’ve been hard at work for a year and I’m so excited to finally share my project with the world. Now introducing The Diner
Bros; a hectic restaurant management game for 1-4 players in couch co-op. Join the Diner Bros as they cook, serve, and upgrade
their restaurant! Your restaurant will initially start off small but by impressing your customers, buying new recipes, and
renovating the building, you'll have a bustling hot spot attracting customers from around the city. Keep an eye out for special
customers too!

My inspiration to create this game is the enjoyable times playing couch co-op with my friends and family. It felt like there was a
long drought of local multiplayer experiences with the removal of split-screen mode from AAA games but in recent years there
has been a resurgence of local co-op games. My goal with Diner Bros is to recreate that enjoyable social experience I've had
sitting side-by-side with my friends.

I’m always on the lookout for co-op games to play but many of them are too complex for my non-gamer friends. My main goal
has been to balance the gameplay so that it can be enjoyed by players of all skill levels. If you and your partner are competitive
and want to maximize your profits, you can do exactly that. Plan out what food will be ordered and prepare the food in advance
to earn the most tips. The game will ramp up the difficulty quickly if you choose to play this way. Alternatively, if your partner
is more of a casual player, the game will not punish you for it. I’ve found during play testing that the casual player can stick to
bussing tables which is a role that only requires good communication. It is important to me to get this balance right as it is very
satisfying watching someone who “Doesn’t play video games” and have them enjoy my game.

I am so excited to be working on this project and hope you will enjoy it too. Stay tuned for more updates and thanks for
reading!
. Little Update!:
Fellow Truckers,
winter passed, and we, specially for you, have updated our gallery with new portion of screenshots. Check it out how Alaska has
changed through recent time!

Stay tuned!
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. 
Latest news from developers:
Thanks guys for your comments – we appreciate it can be frustrating not hearing anything so we are sorry for the radio silence.

The commercial reality is that we have had to switch our focus to a console version of the game. The PC market has been very
tough for everyone over the last 6 months – it has been very difficult to get visibility and sales. So we have decided to
concentrate future development onto console.

New developments that we build into the new console version will be reworked into this PC version where it's feasible.

The PC game on sale here is still a complete and fully playable game in the current format. In terms of entertainment we believe
that’s a lot of hours of fun (or death depending on how you’re getting on) for your money.. Patch Note #0001 - 0.9.0.3a:
Hi there , for our first day selling , we're glad to have your support ,
and we know there's a large amount of issues , witch many people are dealing with ,
just wanted to say that we're very happy to have your feeback and report so quickly and fataly ,
that's what the early-access is all about we believe , also we feel very upset ,
we'd like to apologize for many trouble you're dealing with in the game .

 Fixed/Added :. Patch Notes 1.4.9:
Remember those traits that each employee has? Projects got them too! Some of the projects are poorly marketed and slightly
affect your company’s popularity. Some projects are just poorly financed, but your employees are happier doing it. Lots of
variability in terms of fitting projects and the team.
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 Save logic is removed. 1 slot = 1 walkthrough. You can’t save the game before the tough decision. Sorry, that’s life.

 Notifications about crucial situations in the company will pop up. For now they mostly inform about the lack of money.

 Names of the employees are generated basing on the ethnicity of the one.

 New office logic. In order to move to a bigger office space, you need to pay its costs immediately. The smallest office
doesn’t get downgraded if the company has no money to afford it. Instead, its upkeep cost is subtracted from the current
amount of money, which results in negative money amount (bad sign for the company).

Huge and small bugs fixed:. Finish your week with Stories from the THREE KINGDOMS!:
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Finish your week off by reading the latest update to our webcomic, Stories from the THREE KINGDOMS: 
http://3kcomic.totalwar.com. Two weeks to find two weapons left by two legends in love:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/268130/Heat_Signature/

It's on this day, the 13th of Space February for some reason, we remember the assassin Cherry Ash and her lover, muse, and
arresting officer Tesh Domina. Two legends of their professions, two glittering careers brought crashing down in glorious
flames when they hooked up instead of doing their jobs. Today we celebrate their professionally disastrous and ultimately fatal
love, partly because it has something to teach us about the human condition, and partly because their sweet custom weapons are
still knocking around here somewhere.

For the next two weeks, two unique shipments are passing through the Drift. Look for a ship with a flashing gold beacon, and
raid it to find either Cherry's Fatal Attraction or Tesh's Instant Connection. Each shipment will keep flying around until you
steal it, or until the end of February. After that, whether you stole them or not, both items will be available to find as very rare
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random loot.

Cherry's Fatal Attraction
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